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PLASTIC ACID ORCHESTRA

Plastic Acid Orchestra is a modern symphony orchestra that creates an exciting new musical experience by 
combining original Plastic Acid compositions, bold compositions from some of the most accomplished 
young Canadian composers and modern symphonic arrangements of popular music. Founded by Music 
Director, Bryan Deans, PAO brings a symphonic sound with a modern edge that hopes to bridge the gap 
between the old and the new.

Since its first concert series in 2006, PAO has kept its repertoire open to collaborations with new Canadian 
composers to include exciting and innovative pieces such as Martin Reisle’s (Maria in the Shower) Train of 
Pounding Hours, Jason Nett’s (former resident composer Vancouver Island Symphony) Sol, Tungstein and 
Heavy Metals as well as arrangements of Plastic Acid originals such as Epic and Resources.  In addition to 
this, PAO has performed arrangements of Soundgarden, Pink Floyd as well as Led Zeppelin’s Kashmir which 
was arranged and vocally performed by Mike Bell (The Living). Bryan hopes to take audiences on a musical 
experience that encompasses truly classical works such as Beethoven, Shostakovich and Dvořák while 
showcasing new, modern composers and revisiting contemporary hit songs. As such, he hopes to attract 
younger audiences to symphonic music and a live concert experience that breaks from traditional norms. 

PAO has done many exciting performances in unorthodox venues -- nightclubs such as The Caprice and 
Venue where the audience was able to get close to the orchestra and yell and cheer more akin to a rock 
show. In one instance, PAO became “fully-electrified” where the performers were all amplified by pick-ups 
thanks in part to a sponsorship from Roland on the technical audio engineering. Performances have been 
accompanied by light and multi-media shows, burlesque dancers and fire-poi performances - providing a 
richer concert experience. For their biggest performance to date, PAO paired up with indie roots band 
Maria in the Shower in 2012 for a near sold out performance at the Vogue Theatre. The performance 
featured songs such as Train of Pounding Hours which repurposes chains, a sledgehammer and a cinder-
block as percussive instruments -- both exciting to see and hear. 

Most recently, in late 2012, Plastic Acid was hired to perform at the Orpheum Theatre as the backing 
orchestra for Video Games Live, a world-wide touring show which features video game music performed by 
an orchestra. Looking towards the future, PAO is working towards more collaborations with mainstream 
artists and will continue to host local concert series with the goal of developing a touring orchestra to travel 
across Canada and beyond. 
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Plastic Acid Symphonic 

“Resources” - Plastic Acid 
(arr. Jim Hopson)

“Epic” - Plastic Acid (arr. Jim Hopson)

Modern Symphonic

“Heavy Metals, Tungsten” - Jason Nett
“Sol” – Jason Nett

“Train of Pounding Hours” - Martin Reisle 
“Old Joseph Brady” - Martin Reisle 

“SLF” - Martin Reisle
“Old Joseph Brady” - Martin Reisle

Contemporary Symphonic Arrangements

“Another Brick in the Wall” - Pink Floyd (arr. Bryan Deans 
and Warren MacDonald)

“Black Hole Sun” - Chris Cornell (arr. Martin Reisle)
“Kashmir” - Led Zeppelin (arr. Mike Bell)

Classical

Symphony No. 5, 1st Movement - Ludwig van Beethoven 
(arr. Bryan Deans)

“Also sprach Zarathustra Fanfare” - Richard Strauss 
(arr. Mike Bell)

Symphony No. 5 In D Minor, Op.47 - Iv. “Allegro Non 
Troppo” - Dimitri Shostakovich

Orchestra Technical Info:

Plastic Acid Orchestra is led by Music Director and primary Conductor, Bryan Deans. The orchestra also uses guest 
Conductors. 

Plastic Acid Orchestra usually forms as a 45-piece symphony including 9 brass, 9 woodwinds, 21 strings, 5 percussionists 
and the conductor. The orchestra can be formed as a smaller ensemble of approximately 28 players including 6 brass, 
8 woodwinds, 12 strings, 3 percussionist and the conductor.

Depending on the circumstances, the orchestra can be fully electric, where performers have amplified pick-ups, or fully 
or partially acoustic.

Repertoire:

PLASTIC ACID ORCHESTRA

Vogue Theatre, Vancouver, 2012
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PLASTIC ACID ORCHESTRA

Venue, Vancouver, 2008
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THE-LIST
GREAT THINGS TO DO

TODAY  Dana Gee

For more events happening this week around town, 
search through our online database at theprovince.com/events

More on the web Downton Abbey can now  
be seen on Vision 

TOMORROW
ENTERTAINMENT»

BY STUART DERDEYN
THE PROVINCE

Bryan Deans wears a lot of hats. 
He’s a cellist with the West Coast  

Symphony. He’s the music director for 
the Kabok Strings Chamber group. He’s 
a music instructor at St. John’s, an inter-
national baccalaureate school. And he 
is half of the team behind the Plastic 
Acid Orchestra. 

“My sister and I used to busk at the 
North Van SeaBus station under the 
name the Acidic Group and use the 
phrase “Take a hit of acid” on posters, it 
was catchy and cheeky,” says Deans. “A 
friend suggested the whole Plastic Acid 
Orchestra name as an improvement 
and it’s been a strong one that sticks 
out since. My sister and I — who is my 
partner in crime on all of this — devel-
oped it from an initial red and black sort 
of goth rock project into this massive 
collaborative affair that has endured for 
the past six years.”

Deans stresses that you don’t just 
find a group to conduct off the bat. You 
need to work your connections and you 
need to have an idea that can keep oth-
erwise busy players interested. The sib-
lings decided to change the rules of the 
classical orchestra game.

“We thought of taking it to the night-
clubs and played at places like the 
Caprice and the Plaza [now Venue] and 
the agents were really open to trying 
new things at the time and we also did 
a small strings café series at the Kino 
Cafe on Cambie, too. This built up inter-
est and inspired the musicians to come 
support our efforts; even though they 

don’t get paid well and we can’t really 
charge much for tickets either.”

Having worked in so many of the local 
community classical groups and per-
formed in the Vancouver Philharmonic 
as a youth, Deans always had access to 
potential players for the project and this 
continued through earning his music 
degree at the University of Victoria in 
2005. He has financed each of the per-
formances from his own pocket and is 
hopeful that the show could eventual-
ly expand into a series. 

Today, the 45-member group is ded-
icated to bringing non-classical audi-
ences to the form by adding elements 
of rock performance and presentation, 
not to mention material. The orches-
tra plays Shostakovich as well as Sound-
garden, frequently premièring works by 
new local and Canadian composers. 
One such is Martin Reisle, a member 
of theatrical local cabaret folk/pop act 
Maria In the Shower. The two groups 

perform together at this weekend’s 
Vogue show.

“We’ve developed an eclectic reper-
toire with work by Strauss, Beethoven, 
Soundgarden’s “Black Hole Sun,” and 
B.C. composers such as Jason Nett, 
Mike Bell (of string rock ’n’ rollers the 
Living) and Martin Reisle. There is 
also a version of Led Zeppelin’s “Kash-
mir” among other classic rockers. I am 
very much from the Zeppelin/Metalli-
ca world.”

His students are a source of inspira-
tion to the orchestra, too. Deans also 
instructs at the Kabok music school in 
New Westminster.

“Seeing what the kids can do and 
working with them is really dynam-
ic and exciting. Many of the students 
get involved in the orchestra and there 
is a really positive mentorship experi-
ence, which has inspired many of these 
youth to kick it up an notch, start releas-
ing their own material on YouTube 
and elsewhere. It’s a work in progress 
always, but I really think that the arts 
scene in this city is improving.”

His personal goal is to see the small 
Plastic Acid core quartet that plays 
around town on its own to “stay sharp 
in the game” start to service originals to 
the full orchestra to perform, and also 
for the orchestra to become an adjunct 
to interesting and similarly minded 
bands such as Maria In the Shower. As 
he notes, if the London Philharmonic 
or Prague Philharmonic can become  
regulars on rock band albums, why not 
the Plastic Acid Orchestra?

sderdeyn@theprovince.com
twitter.com/stuartderdeyn

Changing classical game
MUSIC: Ensemble ignites new audiences with spins on age-old genre 

The 45 members of Bryan Deans’ Plastic Acid Orchestra bring non-classical audiences to the form, playing pieces 
from Shostakovich to Soundgarden to Beethoven to Led Zeppelin.   — SUBMITTED PHOTO

IN CONCERT

Jann Arden 
Where: Orpheum Theatre, 

884 Granville St.
Why: Arden is on the road 

in support of her latest 
recording e�ort, the Bob 
Rock-produced Uncover 
Me 2 — an album of covers 
that includes non-surprising 
fare like the Mamas & the 
Papas “California Dreamin’,” 
and surprising choices 
like Pat Benatar’s “Love is a 
Battle�eld.” 

When: 8 p.m.
Tickets/info: $59.50-

$99.50, livenation.com, 
ticketmaster.ca

 

TALK

History of Neon 
Light in Vancouver

Where: Hycroft, 1489 
McRae Ave.

Why: Neon signs are super 
cool. But, yes, everything 
in moderation, right? Well 
not so much in Vancouver 
during the 1950s-1970s, 
when apparently during this 
period about 19,000 neon 
signs lined the streets. These 
numbers left the citizenry 
split on whether they were a 
sign of big-city cool or simply 
bright blight on the urban 
landscape. To learn more 

about the illuminating time in 
Vancouver’s history check out 
civic historian John Atkin for 
“It’s All About the Light,” a talk 
about neon lighting and the 
city. Some time after the talk, 
head over to the Museum of 
Vancouver (1100 Chestnut 
St.) for the Neon Vancouver/
Ugly Vancouver exhibit.

When: 7 p.m.
Tickets/info: $6, $12,  

vancouverheritagefoundation.
org, 604-264-9642 

MUSIC

Vancouver Bach 
Choir

Where: Vancouver Public 
Library, Alice Mackay Room, 
350 W. Georgia St.

Why: For eight decades 
The Vancouver Bach Choir 
has been making beautiful 
music. Tonight VBC is 
presenting Stravinsky’s 
“Les Noces,” Or�’s “Catulli 
Carmina” and Bergmann’s 
“Midsummer Flower.” 
But wait this isn’t just a 
concert but a mini, kind of 
sampler platter that will pair 
discussions with the works. 
The show is a warm-up for 
the group’s Feb. 25 gig at the 
Orpheum.  

When: 7-8:30 p.m.
Tickets/info: free, vpl.ca

dgee@theprovince.com
twitter.com/dana_gee

A Jann Arden concert is a mix of music and standup 
comedy, for all the humour she infuses.   — SUBMITTED PHOTO

The Plastic Acid 
Orchestra with Maria 
In The Shower
Where: The Vogue Theatre, 918 

Granville St.
When: Saturday at 7 p.m.
Tickets: $20 advance at Highlife, 

plasticacid.com, Red Cat, 
voguetheatre.com; $30 at the 
door

In concert

 “Though he’s a classically trained musician, Deans 
confesses that his musical inspiration for the group 

was Led Zeppelin. “There’s so much on tap creativ-
ity and creative potential in the mixing and the 

fusing of genres,” he said.” --Ubyssey

kudos & kvetches
Where the Wild Things Aren’t
Where have all the flowers gone? Not to
mention the secret gardens, golden pine cones
and enchanted forests. That is what a team of
researchers are asking after studying children’s
books over the last 70 years and discovering
a steady decline in images that showed a
natural environment, such as forests or jungles,
compared to depictions of built environments,
such as schools, houses and, we’re guessing,
robot opium dens. The study also found that
the appearance of wild animals compared to
domesticated animals has steadily dropped.

According to an article in the Globe and
Mail, professor emeritus J. Allen Williams Jr.
of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln and a
team of demonstrative researchers examined
books that had been awarded the prestigious
Caldecott Medal, judged by the American
Library Association, between 2008 and 1938
when the award was created. The bookworm
researchers observed that books from the late
1930s to the 1960s were equally as likely to
show built and natural environments, but in the
mid-1970s illustrations of urban settings rose,

taking the place of natural environments to the
point where nature has all but disappeared. And
for that, K&K arbitrarily blames Sesame Street.

Not surprisingly, the findings of the study
have sparked concerns over children’s
growing disassociation from the natural world.
“I am concerned that this lack of contact
may result in caring less about the natural
world, less empathy for what is happening
to other species and less understanding of
many significant environmental problems,” Dr.
Williams said in a press release, which may or
may not have been written in crayon.

However, K&K isn’t buying any of it. When
we were kids we didn’t read any wussy little
nature books. In fact, the only thing we read
every day after school and at night before
we went to bed in our isolation chamber was
Maurice Sendak’s classic 1970 book In The
Night Kitchen, which was filled with wall-
to-wall drawings of creepy looking bakers,
cake batter, giant milk bottles, human-sized
ovens and pre-pubescent johnsons. And,
notwithstanding our lifetime ban from Cobs
Bread, we think we’ve turned out totally fine.

McTV
As many of you probably know, one of the
biggest drawbacks of sitting your haunches
down at McDonald’s and enjoying a delicious
tray of tallow and suet-based delights is the lack
of visual stimuli to help you avoid sharing shame-
filled glances with fellow patrons. Until now.

According to the Los Angeles Times, the fast-
food giant and grey sweatpants magnet is set
to launch the McDonald’s Channel. The digital
network targeted at dine-in customers will include
local news and entertainment, such as spotlights
on upcoming TV shows and albums. After all,
what band doesn’t want its fanbase to consist
solely of McDonald’s customers with a lot of
spare time on their chubby hands. It’s a win-win.

The McDonald’s Channel, which we’d like to
be the first to dub “the Man Boob Tube” or “the
Moob Tube,” will be rolled out slowly during
the next few months, similar to how many of
its customers enter and leave the restaurant.
Soon 800 McDonald’s restaurants in Southern
and Central California will contain what might
just be the most depressing reflection of where
society is headed since the launch of Spike TV.

arts
&
entertainm

ent
Picks of the week

1. Granville Island hosts the seventh annual seasonal
affective disorder fighter, Winterruption, Feb. 24 to 26.
The three-day celebration of West Coast and international
arts features everything from kid-friendly theatre and food
tours to artisan open studios and musical performances
from the likes of Michael Bernard Fitzgerald, Acres of
Lions, Aidan Knight, Celso Machado, Bill Coon’s Latin Trio
and The Belle Game. More info at granvilleisland.com.

2. Founded by Bryan Deans, a long-haired UVic music
grad, high school music director and performer with
various chamber and community orchestras, the 45-piece
Plastic Acid Orchestra aims to bridge the gap between
classical music and rock ‘n’ roll, covering everything from
Shostakovich to Soundgarden to originals by the band
members and by other Canadian composers such as Martin
Reisle of Maria in the Shower. Hear for yourself when the
Plastic Acid Orchestra blows minds and ears Feb. 25,
7 p.m. at the Vogue Theatre. Advance tickets available at
Highlife, Redcat, plasticacid.com and voguetheatre.com.

3. While The Artist gets set to haul in a whack of Oscars this
Sunday for its homage to the silent film era, why not see
the real thing when Pacific Cinematheque screens Charlie
Chaplin’s complete 1925 version of The Gold Rush,
available for the first time in 35mm with orchestral score, Feb.
24 to 26 and 29. This is the one where Chaplin’s beloved
Tramp treks to the Klondike of 1898 in search of fortune, lives
in an unbalanced cabin, fends off bears, eats his shoes, and
performs his famous “dance of the dinner rolls” routine. For
info and show times, go to cinematheque.bc.ca.

4. Local singer-songwriter Rodney DeCroo shakes
things up on his latest release, Allegheny. Named after
the filthy, rust-soaked river that winds through DeCroo’s
childhood hometown in western Pennsylvania, the album
consists of eight “poem songs” filled with grit and grime,
from both the coal mines and his tumultuous upbringing.
DeCroo performs Feb. 25, 7:30 p.m. at Gallery Gachet (88
East Cordova) along with Doug Haney, Mark Andrews and
the Minimalist Jug Band. More info at gachet.org.
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